
Thank you for your purchase!  Your new SpellBrite Hang Tab 10-Pack allows you maximum flexibility in hanging 
your SpellBrite™ sign.  Using the Hang Tabs, you can:

1. Adjust the Pitch Angle of Your Sign
2. Hang Multi-Row Signs with Ease
3. Create Attention-Grabbing Sign Formations

How To Install Hang Tabs
Installing Hang Tabs is as simple as 1..2..3!  Hang Tabs can be installed at any letter to letter joint on the top or 
bottom rail.  The images below demonstrate the installation of a Hang Tab on the top rail.

How To Adjust the Pitch Angle of Your Signs
To angle your SpellBrite sign down, insert the chain hooks into the holes in the back of the Hang Tab.  To angle 
your SpellBrite sign up, insert the chain hooks into the holes in the front of the Hang Tab.
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Determine where you want to 
install the Hang Tabs (read further 
for recommendations).  Build your 

SpellBrite sign as you normally would, 
but leave the locations to contain a 
Hang Tab unconnected.  Notice the 
“L” and “E” are unconnected above.

Stand your sign on a flat, solid surface.  
Slide the Hang Tab onto the male 
side of the connection area (the 

side containing the letter to letter 
connection screw).

Line up the rails and click the letters 
together while standing sign on 

end.  Screw the letters together to 
complete sign assembly.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Done!  The Hang Tab is now fully 
captured on the top rail and is ready 

to use.

DONE!

Sign Hanging Tip
Install your sign high in 
your window so parked 
cars do not block your 
sign.  Use your Hang Tabs 
to hang your sign at a 
down angle so it “aims” 
at the highest traffic area 
in front of your business 
(For example, sidewalk, 
parking lot or street).
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How to Hang Multi-Row Signs with Ease
First, completely assemble each of your signs and lay the signs face up on a table in the desired order and 
orientation.  The sign below shows “CHEESEBURGER” on top and “$4.25” centered below it.  

Next, determine where your Hang Tabs can be installed on the bottom rail of “CHEESEBURGER” and top 
rail of “$4.25”.  Once installed, your Hang Tabs can slide to any position on any rail between the illuminated 
letters.  The arrows below indicate possible Hang Tab locations on each row.  

Locate your Hang Tabs in positions in which you have a direct vertical line between the top row Hang Tab and 
bottom row Hang Tab.  A direct vertical match will assure that the bottom row hangs straight and stays where 
you want it.  For optimal stability and control, locate your Hang Tabs at the first vertical top/bottom match 
closest to the outside boundaries of the sign (closest to the end caps).

Create Attention-Grabbing Sign Formations
Using your SpellBrite™ Hang Tabs, there is virtually no limit to the types of multi-row sign formations you can 
build.  Below are two examples.  If you are located in a high-traffic area, you may consider changing your 
sign’s message(s) and/or formation frequently.  Studies have shown that simply changing window signage 
increases business traffic and sales.

Multi-row sign with parallel rows hung 
at identical down angles.  Between two 
rows, use the front hole on top Hang 
Tab and back hole on the bottom Hang 
Tab to achieve uniform row angles.

Diagonal 3-row formation using 8 Hang Tabs and 4 chains.

Direct vertical line and 
closest to left end cap.  
Install Hang Tabs here.

Direct vertical line and 
closest to right end cap.  
Install Hang Tabs here.
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QUESTIONS:  Please contact your sign retailer or contact Optiva® Signs directly at info@optivasigns.com or (312) 568-5760.
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